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 Presentation is the act of working to change 
the content of another person’s mind at a 
particular time and place. If successfully 
executed, presentations fulfill desired 
outcomes in the presenter’s audience – by 
enhancing skill, changing or reinforcing an 
attitude, or imparting information.

-Tony Jeary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communication and presentation frequently overlap but they are not necessarily the same.



 Every time you attempt to convince anybody, 
anywhere, of anything – in business, at home, 
on the phone, in person, one-one-one, or in 
groups – that’s a presentation. Life is a series 
of presentations.

-Tony Jeary



 Your success in life depends upon how you approach 
the millions of opportunities before you.

 Unless you’re a hermit living on a mountaintop, your 
life largely consists of your interaction with the 
people around you.

 The way in which we present our thought and ideas to 
people – from our colleagues at work to our spouse 
and even to the person waiting on us at the grocery 
store – could have a profound effect on the shape of 
our own lives.

 Life is a series of presentations. Mastery of the art of 
making presentations takes us closer to the outcomes 
we desire.

-Tony Jeary
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 Briefings
 Speeches
 Training sessions 
 Conference sessions
 Sales Presentations
 Executive Presentations (Board, Management, Etc.



 What am I presenting?
 Whom am I presenting to?
 Why am I presenting?



 At what Level in the organization are the audience 
members?

 How familiar is the audience with the topic about 
which you are speaking?

 Is audience attendance mandatory or optional?
 How will the audience benefit from your presentation?
 How large is the audience?
 Is the audience likely to agree with your views? Or will 

they have a different opinion?
 What demographics does the audience represent?



◦ Meet/greet
◦ Opening
◦ Transition
◦ Building the body
◦ Closing.



◦ A call to action to help identify and suggest more 
efficient ways to conduct business
◦ A detail or statistic about the topic
◦ A declarative statement of the main idea
◦ A countdown of items to illustrate the main idea
◦ A rhetorical question 
◦ A command?



 What need do the audience members 
have? 

 Why are they attending your particular 
presentation?

 How are you in a position to fill that 
need?



 Develop the content
 The opening (10% of the allotted time)
 The body (80% of the allotted time)
 The conclusion (10% of the allotted time)



 What (Dimension 1) - What are you going to do 
or say? 

 Why (Dimension 2)  - Why are you going to do 
or say it)  

 How (Dimension 3) - How are you going to do 
or say it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Allocate sufficient time to each of these dimensions to guarantee a successful presentation 



 Grab the audience’s attention with your 
opening 

 The body should be solid, well researched
 Close the speech powerfully



 Open With a Bang
 Grabs the audience’s attention
 Tells them what they are going to learn.

 Ask a question
 Tell a personal story (the audience can relate to 
 Use an icebreaker
 Establish credibility
 Make the audience care
 Make them want to listen
 Make the want to learn



Get to the Point
Organize Your Ideas
Chronological order
Parts to the whole
Point/Counterpoint

Use Transitions
First …. Second… third
To begin…next….finally
To start….then….last.



Leave Them Talking and ready to take action
 Provide a brief summary of the presentation, including 

the key points that you mentioned
 Give the audience a plan of action going forward; tell 

them how to implement what they have learned into 
their working lives

 Leave your listeners energized.



 Ask the participant to repeat the question, or repeat the question 
yourself. This helps others in the audience who might not have 
heard it the first time and gives you a little extra time formulate 
your answer.

 Prepare a question of your own; people may be hesitant to ask the 
first question.

 Answer as directly and specifically as possible; ensure that your 
answer has satisfied the person who asked the question.

 Don’t be ashamed if you don’t know the answer; tell the audience 
member that you will find out the answer as soon as possible.

 Try turning the question back to the audience. Many people are 
eager to share their experiences, and this is a great way to get 
people to make connections and network.



 Check your nerves
 Practice, Practice, Practice
 Think Positively
 Arrive Early
 Greet the Participants
 Breathe Deep
 Hydrate
 Don’t Fake It



 Practice Using Visual Aids You’ll Come Across 
 Types of Visual Aids
◦ Flipcharts
◦ Slides
◦ Handouts
◦ Videos
◦ Intelligent White Boards
◦ TV Programmed for Training



◦ Introduce the visual aid by touching or pointing to it.
◦ Speak to the audience, not the visual aid.
◦ Tell the audience the purpose of the visual aid: “The 

chart illustrates my point about…”
◦ Take the visual aid away when its use is complete; 

leaving a visual aid up will only distract the audience.



 Communicate Early
◦ Who will open?
◦ When will the opening speaker transition to the next 

speaker?
◦ What are your other transitions?
◦ Who will lead question-and-answer sessions?
◦ Who will close the presentation?

 Respect Each Other
◦ Staying in the room while your co-presenter is 

presenting.
◦ Paying attention to your co-presenter while he or she 

presents
◦ Verifying and building upon your co-presenter’s 

points while you are speaking.



1. Value
2. Clarity
3. Tailored
4. Logical
5. Length
6. Memorable
7. Understandable
8. Realistic
9. Challenging

From: 10 steps to Successful Presentations ASTD Press, 2008.
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 Unconscious Incompetence
 Conscious Incompetence
 Conscious Competence
 Unconscious Competence



1. Novice 
2. Advanced beginner
3. Competent
4. Proficient
5. Expert



Failure to know one’s audience 
is among the most common and 

avoidable mistakes that 
presenters make.

-Tony Jeary
Author, Life is a Series of Presentations



Every person to whom 
we make a presentation 

is unique.

-Tony Jeary
Author, Life is a Series of Presentations



Remember that the success 
of your presentation is not 
primarily determined by 

you. It is primarily decided 
by the person or persons 

who constitute your 
audience.

-Tony Jeary
Author, Life is a Series of Presentations
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Percentage: 20-30%
Basic Priority: People

Percentage: 20-35%
Basic Priority: Predictability

Percentage: 10-15%
Basic Priority: Power

Percentage: 20-25%
Basic Priority: Procedure

Dominant
Direct
Determined
Demanding
Decisive

Influencing
Inspirational
Interactive
Interested in People

Steady
Stable
Supportive
Status Quo
Shy

Cautious
Calculating
Compliant
Conscientious
Contemplative

DISC Profiler



 The “D” Type is outgoing and task-oriented. 
If you are addressing a “D” personality, you 
don’t want to waste a lot of time before 
getting to the core of your message. 

 The “I” Type is outgoing and people-oriented. 
If you are addressing the “I” Type, you need 
to get him or her involved with you.



 The “S” Type is reserved and people-oriented. 
If you are addressing “S” personalities, let 
them know how the can help you. They will 
be eager to do so.

 The “C” Type is reserved and task-oriented, 
and love details. If you are addressing “C” 
Types, bring a  lot of charts, graphs and 
statistics



 Extroversion (E)
 Sensing  (S)
 Thinking  (T)
 Judging  (J)

 Introversion (I)
 Intuition (N)
 Feeling  (F)
 Perception  (P)

Other Popular Personality Profiles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MBTI yields a total of 16 personality sub-types 



 To Belong
 To be respected
 To be liked
 To be safe
 To Succeed
 To find romance
 To be inspired



 Power
 Independence
Curiosity
Acceptance
Order
 Saving
Honor
 Idealism



 Social Contact
 Family
 Status
 Vengeance
 Romance
 Eating
 Physical Activity
 Tranquility



 Fast Freddie
 Detail Dan
 Methodical Mary
 Friendly Fran
 Greg the Graduate



 Prisoner Pete
 Student Steve
 Vacationing Virginia
 Champion Charlotte
 Snider Sid



 Pleasing
 Impostor syndrome
 Perfectionism
 Egomania
 Peter pan syndrome
 Defensiveness
 Aloofness
 Good student syndrome
 Tenseness



 Reciprocation
 Commitment and Consistency
 Social Proof
 Liking
 Authority
 Scarcity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mnemonic: CLASS R



Consider this; an average adult retains:
 10 percent of what s/he reads
 20 percent of what s/he hears
 30 percent of what s/he sees
 50 percent of what s/he hears and sees
 70 percent of what s/he says
 90 percent of what s/he says and does
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 Essential No. 1: Know Thy Audience – To 
Exceed Expectations, You Must Know 
Personality Types, Character Identities And 
How To Uncover Them.

 Essential No. 2: Explain “Why” Before Planning 
How: The Number One Question Most Forget 
To Ask Themselves.



 Essential No. 3: Conquer Your Fears: To 
Overcome Anxiety, Successful Presenters 
Eliminate “Unknowns” By Turning Them Into 
“Knowns”.

 Essential No. 4: Arm Yourself: Successful 
Presenters Do Research To Load And 
Organise Their Presentation Arsenals.



 Essential No. 5: Build Bridges: Successful 
Presenters Prepare Their Audience

 Essential No. 6: Feel Good, Do Well: Manage 
Mental States – Yours And Your Audience’s



 Essential No. 7: Room To Breathe: Involve 
Your Audience For Maximum Buy In

 Essential No. 8: Flex For Success: Tailor The 
Presentation To Keep Your Audience Focused
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 The Five Ws
Who? 
What?
Where? 
When?
Why?



 Content should provide value and significant 
insights

 Introduce the key points early to keep the 
audience’s attention

 Tailor the presentation to the audience
 Key points should unfold in a logical sequence
 Brake into digestible nuggets
 Content outline should be appropriate for the 

length of time available
 Back your key points with facts, visual aids
 Follow a logical structure
 Close with a bang



 Value
 Clarity
 Tailored 
 Logical
 Length
 Memorable
 Understandable
 Realistic
 Challenging



 Guidelines for Visual Aids
 Illustrate only one point per visual
 Use the appropriate number of visuals
 Avoid redundant information
 Keep the design of visuals consistent throughout the 

presentation
 Maintain orientation of the visuals
 Position text in the same location
 Repeat key information at the beginning and the end
 Prepare visuals early
 Talk to the audience, not the visual



 Overview
◦ Attention-grabbing
◦ Openers and icebreakers
◦ Use humor, stories, analogies, metaphor effectively
◦ Build the body with text, tables, and graphs
◦ Energizers and games
◦ Brainstorming
◦ Demonstrations



 Overview
◦ Setting up the room
◦ Planning for your audience’s comfort
◦ Using technology strategically
◦ Avoiding venue pitfalls
◦ Screens
◦ Lecterns and Tables
◦ Peripheral Facilities



 Overview 
◦ Verbal communication
◦ Nonverbal communication
◦ Using microphones
◦ Using slide movers
◦ Taking to the camera



 BODY LANGUAGE DON’TS
 Don’t lean on or grip the lectern.
 Don’t rock or sway in place.
 Don’t stand poker straight or immobile.
 Don’t use a single gesture repeatedly.
 Don’t cross your arms in from of your chest.
 Don’t use obviously practiced or stilted gestures.
 Don’t crack your knuckles.
 Don’t examine or bite your fingernails.
 Don’t jangle change or keys. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good body language will help you to appear confident and knowledgeable. Poor body language can ruin all of the presentation writing and rehearsing in one fell swoop. When rehearsing and getting ready to take the podium, consider these body language “don’ts.”



 Overview
◦ Characteristics of effective facilitators
◦ Encouraging participation with facilitation 

techniques
◦ Advantages and disadvantages of questioning 

techniques



 Overview
◦ Rehearse your speech (presentation)
◦ Speaking from notes vs. memorizing your speech
◦ Tools and techniques for practicing your speech



 Overview
◦ Using techniques to steady your nerves
◦ Harnessing the power of positive thinking
◦ Preparing on the day of the presentation 
◦ Handling emergencies while presenting
◦ Managing Q&A sessions



 Overview
◦ Counting down to a successful presentation 
◦ Resolving logistical issues
◦ Resolving audiences issues
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Key Questions to Determine “Who” is in the 
Audience:

 Are participant positions higher, lower, or even with your 
position on an organization chart?

 Are they affiliated with a particular industry or profession?
 Do they hold a shared point of view about the topic or 

divergent views?
 To what degree do you expect them to agree with your 

point of view?
 What age range is expected?
 What is the proportion of men to women?
 What objections are likely?
 What geographic areas/regions do they represent?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pointer: “Need to know” information in a presentation usually amounts to about three to five points that may be provided by the sponsor, a senior executive, audience members, or subject matter experts who can help you understand what the audience really needs to know when preparing the presentation.



Key Questions to Determine “What” the Topic and Purpose 
of the Presentation Are
◦ How broad or narrow do you need to focus the topic?
◦ What is the purpose of the presentation – to inform, 

persuade, facilitate change, or something else?
◦ How much time do you need to fill?
◦ Has this event been held before?
◦ If so, which speakers were popular and why (for 

example, because of their topics, points of view, or 
presentation skills)?

◦ What’s the event? An in-house meeting, a professional 
society conference, or some other occasion such as an 
awards-presentation dinner?



Key Questions to Determine “Where” the Presentation 
Will Occur
◦ Where is the event being held?
◦ How will you get there? Do you need directions and is parking 

available, if needed?
◦ How big should the facility be to accommodate the audience?
◦ Are breakout rooms available if required?
◦ Are all rooms accessible to all participants?
◦ Are restrooms nearby and are they accessible to all participants, 

including those with disabilities?
◦ Will a computer be provided with what you need, or do you need to 

bring your own setup of presentation software to run the 
presentation?

◦ Is a podium available? Does it have a light?
◦ Will there be room for a cup of water?
◦ What will be behind you –a stage, a curtain, a banner? What colour?



Key Questions to Determine “When” the 
Presentation Will Occur
◦ When is the event?
◦ What time of the day will you be scheduled to 

speak?
◦ How long are you expected to speak or present?
◦ Who or what immediately precedes and follows you 

on the agenda?
◦ Will there be a speaker with an opposing view?
◦ Will you be introduced by someone else?
◦ If so, may you draft your own introduction?



 Key Questions to Identify “Why” the Presentation 
Opportunity Occurred
◦ Who is sponsoring or holding the event at which you 

are to speak?
◦ What gave rise to this opportunity to present?
◦ If a topic was provided to you, why that particular topic 

for the identified audience?
◦ What are participants expected to do as a result of 

attending the presentation?
◦ Why are participants coming to the presentation – is it 

mandatory or voluntary? 



 Why was this presenter selected?
 What qualities/credentials qualify this person above others?
 What special perspective does this person offer?
 Why is this topic significant?
 What value will I gain compared with the time spent listening? 



 Flipchart
 PowerPoint Program
 Projector
 Printed Copies
 Slide Mover
 Flat Screen TV
 White & Magic Boards
 Microphone

Practice using visual aids
far ahead of your 

presentation. Arrive early
to try visual aids one last

time before your 
presentation. 



 Use appropriate fonts
 Use appropriate font size
 Do not clutter your slides with unnecessary 

details
 Do not turn your back on the audience to read 

slides
 Do not read your slides - explain the information
 Avoid unnecessary colour riot
 With information on slides remember less is more



 Ask questions
 Listen
 Accept different opinions and views
 Silence
 Asking for co-presenters
 Requesting audience members to share 

personal experience on the subject



An audience’s interest is captured by:
 Variety in speech’s content and delivery-avoid 

monotone
 Movement - face, arms, hands, or whole body
 Familiarity or novelty 
 Conflict, comparisons, and contrasts
 Suspense
 Concreteness of words and examples
 Humor, smile, playfulness – avoid extremes
 Personal involvement.



 Practice in front of a mirror
 Use a tape recorder
 Use a video camera
 Employ a friendly critic
 Practice the speech aloud
 Focus on nonverbal aspects
 Hire a professional speech consultant/trainer
 Have a dress rehearsal 
 Find a friendly audience
 Present mentally



 Plan what you are going to wear well ahead of time
 Try to arrive at least 15-30 minutes early
 Use a preparation checklist
 Use a crutch to help you with the flow or key points
 Do some deep breathing
 Do some warm-up exercises
 Envision the first 90 seconds
 Greet audience members as they arrive 
 Don’t forget your opening “slammer”
 Greet audience members warmly
 Start with salutation 
 Remember protocol



 Appoint a class President and have him or her 
involved if it’s a training session

 If a large conference hand over the microphone 
to the disrupter to air his or her views.

 Invite the disrupter to the lectern
 Acknowledge the disrupter’s point of view
 Tell a story
 Tell the disrupter to meet privately after the 

session



 Anything can go wrong – have a back up plan
 Upload your slides online
 Have a back-up projector
 Stay in touch with the organizers
 If you’re presenting out of town, travel a day 

early
 PRACTICE! PRACTICE!! PRACTICE!!! 



Make Story Telling A Part Of Your 
Presentation Arsenal - Think 
Differently About Your Story



 The story of the “Stone Soup.”
 The story of the “frog and the scorpion.” 
 Story of the “hare and tortoise.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
He story should be relevant to the audience and presentation



 Tell Classic Stories
 Keep everyone aligned
 Encourage Presentation Skills Development

-Carmine Gallo  



 Create a “holy smokes” moment
 Stick to the rule of three
 Share the stage
 Introduce heroes and villains
 Think visually
 Create twitter-friendly headlines
 Sell dreams, not products e.g. BMW sells 

moveable works of art not cars.

-Carmine Gallo  



You have extraordinary 
ideas to share. Don’t let poor 
communication sabotage the 

ultimate success of those 
ideas. A great presentation 
can transform minds, start 

movements, and grow 
companies.

-Carmine Gallo  



 Three is more dramatic than two
 Three is funnier than four
 Three is more memorable than six

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Never make more than three points in any given speech if you wish the audience to remember or recall what your speech was all about. This is the rule of three. 
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Cycle of Abundant
Speaking & Training

Great Speakers and 
Trainers  Create Their 

Own Synergy!

The Ugly

The Bad

The Good

Critical 
Resource

Choose 
Abundance 

Move Upward!

Attract Abundant 
Opportunities and Clients
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-Anne Bruce

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build a Profitable Speaking and Training Business by Attracting Abundant Opportunities and Clients to You.Move Upward to  Building a Profitable Speaking And Training Business!



 Create an abundant business that is career wise, 
emotionally solid,  physically fit, family and friend 
filled, and steeped in faith and confidence in yourself 
and your talents.



Make It Fun, Make It Holistic, Travel, Become an Author, 
Sell Products You Create, and Stay Audience Centered By 

enhancing the Lives Of Others First



Have a Plan B When Things Get bad, Have a Cardinal 
Rule for Travel, Be Prepared For the Unexpected And 

Business Slumps. Understand that Bad Things Do 
Happen to Good Speakers and Trainers.



Fierce, Unrelenting Competition, Business Failure, 
Complacency, Natural Disasters, Unavoidable Tragedies -

They Happen!



Time and Energy Are Your Most Precious Resources. Don’t 
Waste Them. Keep Your momentum Going and Move 

Forward at All Times! Write a Book. Books Leads to More 
Speeches.



Make Smart Choices That will Attract Loyal Clients, Top 
Speaker Bureaus, Meeting planners, and Unlimited 

Opportunities 
- Then Go For It! 
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DELIVER COMPELLING EXECUTIVE 
SALES PRESENTATIONS



 Perform
 Differentiate
 Power
 Influence



 They have trouble differentiating themselves from the 
competition.

 The don’t get the credibility they feel they deserve, 
executives become inaccessible, don’t return phone calls, 
fail to influence key decisions.

 They feel that No matter how hard they try, they cannot 
generate excitement or momentum in their presentations.

 They often find it a challenge to make their presentations 
work for them, even those requested by executives.

-Dave Stein



Where there is no 
difference, there is 
only indifference.

- Louis Nizer



At the beginning of your 
presentation, think of 
yourself as a mirror, 

reflecting back to your 
audience what they already 

know.
-Dave Stein



 Objective for this meeting
 Your (prospect’s) recent past
 Your (prospect’s) current situation
 Your (prospect’s) business outlook
 What we do and how we do it
 Other issues

Agenda

-Dave Stein



1. Know Your Prospect
2. Understand The Objectives Of The Meeting
3. Talk About Executive-level Issues Only
4. Don’t Present To A Multilevel Audience
5. Rehearse Your Presentation At Least Twice
6. Communicate Like An Executive

-Dave Stein



Meticulous attention to 
detail is an asset. Your 

audience will be 
impressed by the effort 
you put into researching 

them.
-Dave Stein
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Whenever you approach VITO, you’re on a job 
interview. Because if a VITO would hire you as 
a salesperson, VITO will do business with you 

as a business partner.

7/10/2017Vision & Talent 99



 CEO
 MD
 President
 Owner
 Partner
 Executive Director
 Executive Vice President

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
10
0



 Leadership
 Credibility
 Passion
 Vision
 Understanding of the ‘’big picture’’
 Strong ego
 Emphasis on power, control and authority
 Decisiveness
 Creativity
 Openness to new ideas
 Willingness to take calculated risks

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Leading edge success for the company and 
personal success

 The company’s image and what it stands for
 How to define the company’s mission 

statement
 The team and the product
 Keeping ahead of competitors
 Measurable, tangible results on the top, 

middle, and bottom line

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Increased revenues, stock prices, market 
share, and shareholder value

 Increased efficiencies and effectiveness for 
revenue-generating employees, mission-
critical employees and mission critical 
processes

 Protection of existing market share
 Securing all of the add-on business from 

that existing market share
 Reduction of fixed and variable expenses

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 A winning organization admired by all
 Being recognized as a leader by both industry 

and community
 Gaining greater power and control

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Raising revenues
 Increasing efficiency
 Attracting new customers
 Increasing market share
 Increasing repeat customer rates 
 Getting higher dividends
 Keeping shareholders happy
 Getting products to market quicker than the 

competition
 Decreasing the downtime of revenue-producing 

employees
 Lowering the cost of sales
 Lowering expenses 

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Less risk, worry
 Greater peace of mind
 Being the supreme leader
 Having a good personal image
 Having a good company image
 Retaining happy employees who stay late and 

come in early
-in short VITOS are big on specific, 

demonstrable progress and measurable 
results

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 You need unshakeable confidence
 Be willing to develop synergy with your 

organization
 Be able to build business rapport
 You must have unlimited desire to succeed
 You must have unlimited energy

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Ice breaking (no small talk)
 Overstating and under-delivering of anything
 Criticising anything or anyone’s effort
 Telling a trade secret or sharing ‘’confidential’’ 

or ‘’company private’’ information
 Assuming that business rapport will lead to 

personal rapport

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Showing up late for anything
 Procrastination of any kind
 Negative talk about anyone or anything
 Saying you know someone/something when 

you don’t
 Asking for favour before you’ve earned the 

right to it

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Make the best first impression possible
 Consistently exceed expectations
 Make yourself an appreciating asset
 Position yourself as someone who is indispensable
 Make your self-improvement apparent
 Always, always, always be upbeat

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Dress for success
 Speak with an appropriate vocabulary
 Become a useful team player
 Listen intently
 Forget about closing

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Contacting VITO
 Making your VITO call 
 Meeting VITO and keeping VITO involved

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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It is what you say until VITO begins to talk:
 Must avoid at all cost pushing  two fear buttons
 Must permit VITO to retain power control and 

authority
 Must help you transmit an unforgettable first 

impression
 Must be tightly focused on getting VITO to want 

to interrupt you and find out more

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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VITO’s 
Name

The
Pleasantry

The Conversational 
Bridge

The Hook

The 
Introductory 

Phrase

The Ending 
Question

THE SIX ITEMS IN THE OPENING STATEMENT 
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VITO’s 
Name

The
Pleasantry

The 
Conversatio
nal Bridge

The Hook

The 
Introductory 

Phrase

The Ending 
Question

Chief Ayandale

It’s good to finally speak with you

Last week during a conversation with Dr. 
Elumelu, Director at Mainland Hospital, he told 

me

they put N10mm toward their new pediatrics 
wing from money earned as a result of using our 

solution

Chief Ayandale, Mike Lionheart from ABC 
Bank

Dr Elumelu’s fantastic results may be hard to duplicate, 
but would you be interested in exploring a similar 
program for your expansion project this quarter?

EXAMPLE



When you make a presentation to VITO, you 
must be certain that you have a complete 

understanding of the value that your solution 
can deliver to organizations like VITO’s and, 
perhaps more importantly, what value you 

can offer this VITO.

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Meet or at least speak on phone with each person you 
know will be in attendance at your presentation

 Know the correct spelling and pronunciation of each 
person’s name, as well as title

 Know each person’s personality style
 Develop a reliable working hypothesis as to each 

person’s role  in the network of influence and authority
 Know exactly why each person is attending
 Know who your supporters and advocates are
 Know what is currently being done in the organization 

about the problem you are proposing to solve
 Know who else will speak and why

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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Note that like any other person in the organization, 
VITO has a personal agenda relating to business 
decisions and actions depending on the 
surrounding circumstances VITO faces at any given 
time:

 The current financial status of the business
 Recent moves by competitors
 Future goals
 Personal considerations
 Perception about the world from past experience 

All the above will influence VITO’s mindset

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Mindset One: Opportunity (Moving towards a 
positive outcome)

 Mindset Two: Threat (Moving away from 
negative results)

 Mindset Three : ‘’All Set’’ (I have no needs)
 Mindset Four:  No Movement  (I’m totally happy 

with my current supplier)

Tailor your presentation goals in consonance 
with the mindset VITO is in now.

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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 Be specific
 Use time lines
 Always deliver what you promise
 Never challenge VITO’s ego, power, control, 

and authority

7/10/2017Vision & Talent
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DELIVER AN EPIC KEYNOTE: 
HOW TO GIVE A SPEECH THAT 

LISTENERS REMEMBER FOR YEARS



DELIVER AN EPIC KEYNOTE 
How to Give A Speech That 

Listeners Remember For Years



 Phase 1: Focus on Your Message
 Phase 2: Craft the Speech
 Phase 3: Create Your Own Style 



Opening
Story

Point
#1

Point
#2

Point
#3

Closing
Story

KEY THEME + PHRASE THAT PAYS

HOW TO DELIVER AN EPIC KEYNOTE

Once you have a theme and a “phrase that pays”, follow the simple 
formula above to craft an epic keynote speech



• Ask yourself: What do I want to be known for five 
years from now?

• Have a Phrase That Pays: It refers to an idea -
usually expressed in a three-to-seven-word phrase 
- that you introduce at the beginning of the speech 
and then sprinkle throughout the rest of it.

• Focus on a topic and key theme: Without a focus on 
a topic and key theme, your speech may be just a 
mish-mash of ideas. A phrase that pays can be the 
thread that ties your entire presentation together. 



• Craft the speech: Crafting a speech involves fleshing 
out stories, creating solid points (typically three) and 
developing a powerful opening and closing.

• Have it “in the bones”: It means you know something so 
well that you don’t have to think about it. The most 
important part in delivering an epic keynote is to show 
up ready to engage the audience in a conversation.

• Customization: Research and learn everything you need 
to know about the audience (client) so your speech is 
about them and not about you.



• Find your own style: Whether it is how you use your 
body, your voice, your stories or your teaching 
materials, develop everything with uniqueness in 
mind.

• Teaching Vs. Story: Deliver steak along with  sizzle. 
A ratio of 60 percent  steak to 40 percent sizzle –
lots of stories with rich content presented in an 
original manner - is a nice combination.

• Be Original: When you show up as your authentic 
self, with original, solid content and a message you 
feel in your bones that allows you to have a 
conversation with the audience, good things are 
going to happen. And that will put you on the path 
to delivering the epic keynote. 



According to Richard Green, a speech expert 
and the author of the book, Words That 
Shook the World, “great speakers do five 
things that others don't. If you get better at 
even one of these, you and everyone else will 
notice a big difference. Really - a very 
significant difference. 



Words (content) contribute only a small 
percentage to the ultimate impact of your 
message. The four aspects of voice tone: 
a) Varying the volume, pace and pitch of your voice
b) Punc-tu-a-ting the important words and 
syllables
c) Generating resonance
d) Using and milking "the pause"

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These contribute more than one-third to the impact



 Standing tall
 Moving with purpose
 Making decisive gestures
 Having great eye contact
 And using everything you have to generate 

overall energy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All these Make the biggest contribution to how you impact and move others.



All great speakers have a 
"lasered, compelling 

message”.

What is the single most important point you want 
your audience to walk out knowing? Start with 
that and weave it through your entire speech. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the single most important point you want your audience to walk out knowing? Start with that and weave it through your entire speech. 



Have a conversation with your audience as 
opposed to a performance "at" or even "to" 
them. Envelop them with your body language, 
use a conversational tone of voice, talk with 
them like everyone is sitting with you in your 
living room.



 Visual
 Auditory 
 Auditory Digital
 Kinaesthetic

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visual, by bringing some excitement into your speeches. Auditory, by making it all user-friendly or telling an easy-to-understand story. Auditory Digital, by creating a foundation of details, facts and solid analysis, especially for those academic types who are focused on this "language." Kinaesthetic, the language that the greatest speakers use the most, by filling your speeches with feeling, genuine emotion and creating a profoundly human connection between you and the audience. No speech truly works without this. 



Ask yourself one question before you ever 
write or give another speech. What is it about 
this topic that I am truly passionate? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Green, “no technique, no matter how great, will ever be more important - or have more impact - than being ourselves. Your own authentic passion, about your topic and your genuine desire to share it with your audience, is the greatest secret of the greatest speakers.” 



-Richard Green

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a "performance" there is very little of the real "you" and it is broadcast to the audience in the most impersonal way possible, like a shot - gun. With a "presentation" you create a straight line, a connection to your audience. This is better. But only by moving to the right of "Communication Effectiveness Continuum," like the greats, will you create a circular energy pattern, a "with-ness" that pulls your audiences in and keeps them in. 



Level I Level II Level III

-Tony Jeary

NN
N

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The greatest presenters earn 100 times more than Level I and 20 times more than Level II presenters not because they are 100% better but because they follow proven principles. 



Delivery

P
re

pa
re

dn
es

s Preparing

Aspiring Performing

Mastery

“Mastering” Requires Both Preparedness 
and Delivery Effectiveness

-Tony Jeary





STAND OUT!



USE the Mnemonic I P-R-E-S-E-N-T:
 I – Involve your audience
 P – Prepare your audience
 R – Research your Presentation arsenal
 E – Explain “Why” before planning “How”
 S – State management (high mental state)
 E – Eliminate “Unknowns”
 N – Know your audience
 T – Tailor your presentation 

-Tony Jeary



Thank You



 The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs, Carmine 
Gallo.

 The Innovation Secrets of Steve Jobs, Carmine 
Gallo

 Life is a Series of Presentations, Tony Jeary et. 
al.

 Speak for a Living, Anne Bruce 
 10 Steps to Successful Presentation, ASTD Press
 How to Sell to VITO, Anthony Parinello
 How Winners Sell, Dave Stein
 Words that Shook the World, Richard Green
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